What would it mean to describe James Bond as a man in his element? As an expression in English, being "in one's element" usually refers to someone or something well suited to what they are doing. The term often conveys, when a human actor is involved, a sense of comfort, enjoyment, and even pleasure. Conversely, when we note that someone or something is "out of their element", we highlight other emotions and sensations such as discomfort, dislocation, and distress.
ings, sentiments, and forces. Bond's ability to put ice, gas, and rock to work to his advantage is crucial to shaping the prevailing mood or "atmospheres" to the geopolitical crises and dramas he encounters. By way of contrast, we recognise that many of the villains he encounters are hell-bent on manipulating, re-engineering, and even poisoning the elemental as part of their projects to secure geopolitical domination. By securing the elemental, Bond helps to reinforce the dominant Anglo-American security architecture and restrain the potential of the elemental to overwhelm the life he has striven to secure. In The Spy Who Loved Me (Gilbert 1977) , for example, Bond stops Karl Stromberg from creating a new world under the sea by ensuring that two submarines armed with nuclear weapon are made to blow each other up. He prevents nuclear Armageddon by destroying the very agents of that possible destruction and protects the biosphere in the process. As a consequence of mission success, Bond also saves a particular form of geopolitical atmospherics, one characterised by secure bodies, robust infrastructure, and strong morale.
Our elemental intervention here highlights the different logics and registers at play when Bond encounters water, air, earth, and fire. His creator, Ian Fleming, once wrote that "J'aime les sensations fortes" and Fleming was encouraged by his literary mentors to make his character and the conditions he faced ones that picked up on the elemental and sensual (Lycett 1996, 216) . This started within the home and the hotel room, as Bond's ritualised use of hot baths and ice cold showers reminds us that Bond engineered the elemental and sensual as part of his own approach to life. Bond's embracing and endorsing of "strong sensations" continues into his immersion fieldwork. In the novels, in particular, Bond is frequently depicted as "exploring" and "examining" his physical sensations such as in Casino Royale (3), Live and Let Die (188) , and Moonraker (199) when confronting particular physical environments as well as enjoying intimate encounters with lovers. In Fleming's literary world, both the human and non-human were capable of invoking and provoking elemental encounters for Bond.
WATER
Water has historically and culturally been viewed as a lifesaving and/or life giving element. From its link to the reproduction cycle of women (i.e. the waters of life) to its physiological significance in creating and sustaining human life (i.e. body water), water has long been seen as a necessity to human life and its continuation.
In the Bond franchise, the element of water is set up as an obstacle that Bond needs to overcome in order to survive but it can also provide a testing ground for bodies and their capacity to endure elemental pressures and social forces. This is established in the first two Bond films with water being associated with women through the figure of Honey Ryder in Dr. No (Young 1962) and with villainy through the introduction of SPECTRE in From Russia with Love (Young 1963) . The success of Bond depends on his ability to overcome these watery elements as well as those who manipulate and even target subterranean environments for dastardly purposes.
THE FEMININE ELEMENT
More than any other element, water is most strongly associated with women in the franchise. This connection is first made in Dr. No through the introduction of Honey Ryder who Bond spies emerging from the sea while singing. This scene is so iconic that it has been referenced in both Die Another Day and Casino Royale (Campbell 2006) . From the outset, Ryder is depicted as an object of the "male gaze" whose arresting image literally stops Bond and his helper Quarrel in their tracks. Through this introduction, Ryder (in her white bikini) is reminiscent of the water nymphs from classical literature who lead men away from their missions (Rositzka 2015, 153) but also as someone who is shown to be fundamentally "out of her depth" when confronted with the social practices and rituals within Dr. No's underground lair. She is, however, credited as having specialised/secret elemental knowledge of the waterways of Crab Key Island; she is able to lead the men to safety while instructing them to rub water on their arms in order to protect them from the bugs. It is here that the link between women and water is first established in the series.
Importantly, the film suggests that Bond will be the "master" of this sea. On first meeting the fisherman Quarrel, Bond is referred to as "Captain" and this descriptor is sustained for the duration of the film. Fleming initially conceptualised Bond as a Royal Navy Commander, drawing from his own service in the Naval Intelligence Division during World War II. Bond's naval background is suggested by the blue uniform he wears on ceremonial occasions such as during briefings in You Only Live Twice (Gilbert 1967), The Spy Who Loved Me, and Tomorrow Never Dies (Spottiswoode 1997) . But in the first film, Dr. No, his naval background is not so foregrounded, and so the introduction, circulation, and reception of "Captain" is shaped more by the intersection of masculinity, race, and Empire.
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Thus the franchise sets up and sustains an interesting relationship in 1 Instead, it is M who is associated with his naval background as signified by the many pictures of ships hung on his office walls and over the fire place.
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International Journal of James Bond Studies · Vol. I, Issue 1 · Spring 2017 which women and men of colour are associated with water while Bond is envisaged as a "master" of that elemental and "atmospheric" sea: in order to be suc- Graves' ice palace in Die Another Day), and even tracking an opponent under frozen water (e.g. the lake scene in Skyfall). Bond demonstrates an unparalleled ability to mobilize, transverse, and overcome watery elements and challenges.
Since water is associated with villainy, it also serves as a means of death or 
ACTION SEQUENCES
In the Connery era, air is utilised in spy technologies designed to aid Bond on his missions. In Goldfinger, his Aston Martin DB5 is retrofitted to include an ejector seat, which helps to dispose of his adversary. In Thunderball, Bond uses a rocket belt to escape from the château of Colonel Jacque Bouvar. And in You Only Live Twice, Bond flies the gyrocopter "Little Nellie" to survey the Japanese coast. In essence, the air and its accompanying aerial dimension is for Bond a sphere to eject villains into, a space to perform escape from terrestrial danger, and a perspective (from above) to perform techniques of assault, surveillance, and monitoring.
The air also increasingly becomes a space for violent conflict and the tactical and strategic advantages bestowed upon the aerial can be turned against him.
This was established in the Connery era with the helicopter attack on Bond in
From Russia with Love in the vein of Alfred Hitchcock's North by Northwest (1959) and the fight with Goldfinger on the villain's private jet in Goldfinger. In the end, it
is Goldfinger who is overwhelmed by elemental pressures and squeezed out of ends with Bond driving a motorcycle off a cliff and using delta tracking to move himself through the air to catch, enter, and take control over a crashing plane. In
Tomorrow Never Dies, Bond performs a dangerous HALO (high altitude-low opening) dive in which his parachute opens briefly at a low altitude (so as to escape radar detection) before entering the water. In the same film, he falls down the side of a skyscraper with Wai Lin, using an outdoor banner to slow them down. In various ways, the air becomes a perilous space that Bond needs to overcome.
Bond's engagement with the air has been made possible by a range of objects including the parachute, which becomes epochal in The Spy Who Loved Me, in reinforcing his capacity to execute spectacular escapes from those who would wish to kill him. Moreover, Bond and his parachute with the Union Jack design has become an iconic image of the franchise, so much so that it was used in the opening ceremony of the 2012 London Olympics to facilitate the entrance of the character along with Queen Elizabeth as the James Bond theme was played.
More generally, the parachute, as an object, proves to be a vital accomplice to
Bond's capacity to use the air to evade technologies and practices of pursuit, surveillance, and capture. But it also becomes a site/sight to marvel at Bond and his technical abilities whether free-falling from great heights or simply gliding gently down towards earth after evading adversaries. In Tomorrow Never Dies, the 
LIFE TAKING AND GIVING GAS
Gas plays an important role in many of the Bond films as both a spy tool and destructive agent. In the aftermath of the First World War, it was well understood that gas could be used to target human bodies and the morale of populations. By the time Fleming was writing his James Bond novels in the early 1950s, gas and iconic objects such as gas masks were embedded in Cold War popular cultures. For British children growing up in the midst of the Second World War, the gas mask was an integral part of everyday wartime life. Public announcements concerning gas mask usage continued into the post-war period, and American children were offered gas masks as toys while striking American workers had tear gas used against them. What later research revealed, however, was that the British and American governments were also continuing to experiment and test gas on unwitting civilian populations (Keys 2015, n.pag.) . By the 1960s, new films about biological and chemical warfare were becoming more widespread such as The Satan Bug (Sturges 1965) and the popular television series Batman (1966-68) featured protective bat spray and anti-penguin gas pills.
Gas could also prove a lifesaver for Bond. In From Russia with Love, Bond is given an attaché case as standard gear for his mission. It contains a tear gas canister that will explode if the case is not opened a certain way and it is assumed that the gas can be directed so that it targets an intended victim, as Bond is not supplied with a gas mask to protect him. Bond uses this to his advantage when he is held at gunpoint by Red Grant at the end of the film. Bond tricks Grant into opening his case (with the promise of gold) and the gas temporarily stuns the man who drops his gun. The two men fight and Bond eventually stabs and then chokes his opponent to death. Interestingly, gas does not play a factor in the 1957 source novel, which focuses on a book that shoots a bullet from its spine and Bond feigning death before stabbing and then shooting Grant (Fleming 2002d, 252-256) . Instead, tear gas was added to the film script and without the help of that gas, it is difficult to imagine how he could overpower a trained assassin who is aiming a gun at him.
In the first three decades of the series, gas played a key role in the Bond films. In Goldfinger, the villain uses toxic gas to kill the mob waiting in the basement of his ranch house and then plans to release it on American soldiers guarding the gold supplies at Fort Knox. Fortunately, Bond persuades Pussy Galore and her flying team to switch out the canisters and not reign down poisonous gas on them. In You Only Live Twice, a poisonous gas (phosgene) is released in the cave at the bottom of the volcano to keep the locals away from Blofeld's operations. Live and Let Die features a shotgun with compressed gas bullets, which Bond uses to deadly effect when he forces Kananga to swallow one causing his body to expand like a balloon and explode. In The Living Daylights, Bond's use of gas proves critical in facilitating his escape from a Russian jail in Afghanistan. In
Moonraker, Bond is visibly shocked when he watches Hugo Drax's scientists die from poisonous gas, which is accidentally released in a secret laboratory in Venice. Even when he understands what gas can do to his body, it is sometimes beyond his capacities to resist incapacitation such as when he is surprised by the use of knock-out gas by the Russian agent XXX in The Spy Who Loved Me. When Bond puts to gas to work, however, it is presented as supportive of the technolo -gical infrastructure and physical acumen that makes his job possible rather than "sneaky", "sinister", or "under-handed".
These films also emphasise the importance of oxygen to a person's survival. 
During the epic underwater fight sequence in

THE VILLAIN'S LAIR
The villains frequently set up their organisations in isolated spaces. In the Con- (2015) and Funnell and Dodds (2015) . in unison with the elemental that safeguards him when travelling. Bond cannot always predict how the elemental will perform but his judgement and experiential knowledge is vital for anticipating likely tendencies and trajectories of grip, slip, ethereality, strength, and weakness.
UNEARTHING RESOURCES
Across the franchise, characters literally and figuratively "dig up" resources that are of value. In Geographies, Genders, and Geopolitics of James Bond, we explore the ways in which the franchise uses gender and geopolitics to frame access to both renewable and non-renewable resources. These include contemporaneous conflicts over the gold exchange standard in Goldfinger; diamonds in Diamonds Are Forever and Die Another Day; oil in The World Is Not Enough and Quantum of Solace;
and water in Quantum of Solace. In each case, it is the villain who (illegally) digs up these resources from the ground and hoards/uses them for their own purpose.
Women are both associated with and control access to these resources. Thus, the films emphasise the importance of Bond's libidinal masculinity to protecting Britain economically and politically. In other words, Bond needs to seduce women who are the gatekeepers to the resources; his possession of the woman translates into access to and possession of the resources that hold the key to safeguarding Britain, the West, and even the world.
Beyond natural resources, characters also dig around and go underground to gain a key piece of information. In From Russia with Love, Kerim Bey gathers intelligence on the Russian embassy from a reservoir built by Emperor Constantine in Istanbul. Twice a day he ventures down and ferries himself over to a spot where he uses a periscope from the British Navy to watch his adversaries.
Later in the film he sets off explosives in order to create a distraction so that 
FIRE
James Bond is a destructive hero who is not only armed with a "licence to kill" but also with a "licence to destroy". Bond not only makes claims on a variety of spaces but his ruination of the villain's master plan, organisation, and/or lair usually includes, if not requires, the element of fire. In the early Bond films, fire is presented in a range of ways from flamethrowers to lasers while the latter films and particularly those in the Craig era centre on large explosions and fiery infernos. Regardless of its form, fire is the most destructive element and the films become increasingly "explosive" as the series progresses (which coincides with the development of action filmmaking and aesthetics more generally).
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The destruction of his childhood home Skyfall, for example, leads to a spectacular inferno that seems to match Bond's anger at the loss of some of the last vestiges of his family's history. But as the films suggest, fire can also be anticipated, directed, and engineered by Bond as he blocks, encourages, and facilitates its usage.
DESTRUCTION
While explosions are a staple of the Bond franchise, the ways in which they are produced has changed over time. In the early Bond films, fiery eruptions were fuel-related and the films provided narrative explanations for their detonation.
During the chase at the end of From Russia with Love, Bond takes out the pursuing boats by dumping gas drums into the water and setting them on fire. The inferno not only destroys the boats behind him but also kills some of his pursuers.
In the pre-credit sequence of the next film Goldfinger, Bond destroys a hidden heroin lab by setting a charge on a series of red oil drums (conveniently) labelled "nitro". He saunters into a nearby bar and lights his cigarette at the exact moment the timer goes off, thus suggesting that the fire in his hand is representative of his destructive touch. In the early films, Bond ignites fuels to aid him in his evasion or antagonism of his adversaries.
In the Connery era, fire is also weaponised in the form of flamethrowers and Day focus on the development of a "sun gun", a theoretical weapon researched in Nazi Germany during World War II that expands on Archimedes' mythical "death ray". The device uses mirrors or diamonds to reflect solar energy on a concentrated point on earth (Funnell and Dodds 2017, 143-44) . In these films, Bond has to destroy the weapons while coming into close contact with their heat.
Q gradually levels the playing field by incorporating lasers into his spy devices.
In The Living Daylights, Bond's Aston Martin V8 is equipped with a laser that horizontally severs the cab of the pursuing cop car from its wheelbase allowing Bond is the earlier destruction of Blofeld's lair in Morocco that has received the most attention. The blast set the world record for being the largest film stunt explosion in history. The destruction of Blofeld's lair "had a total yield of 68.47 tonnes of TNT equivalent and was the result of detonating 8,418 litres of kerosene with 33 kg of powder explosives -and it lasted for over 7.5 seconds" (Swatman 2015, n.pag.).
As the Bond films have evolved, so too have the ways in which fire has been mobilised as a weapon for Bond and his adversaries. But its visual and indeed af-fective power rests, we would argue, on something rather more ancient. Fire in the Bond films is ultimately a ritualised cathartic force; it is used to symbolise and actualise a new beginning, notably in the case of Skyfall. Fire purifies, transmogrifies, and nullifies, and is used in both alchemy and cremation. In Christian and Judaic faiths, fire has been long associated with challenging, reprimanding, and cleansing those who came into contact with it.
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Fire heralds the day of judgement of both Bond and his enemies.
CONCLUSION
This article explores how the elemental is generative of Bond and informs his haptic encounters. But his manipulation of water, air, earth, and fire has geopolitical implications as well. For instance, in A View to a Kill, the triggering of an earthquake by Max Zorin is designed to disrupt part of the industrial-military complex of the US. It is a film about the elemental, as Zorin escapes through the air via a blimp and uses the wind to float over the city of San Francisco (so that he can gloat at the damage he thinks he is about to cause the Bay Area). Geology and geologists play a central role in the film, as evinced by Stacey Sutton using rock salt rather than bullets in her shot gun. Bond manages to stop Zorin by tethering his airship to the Golden Gate Bridge while May Day literally uses her body to prevent the elemental from unfolding. Bond realises that if the elemental can be manipulated by Zorin in this way then not only will a significant aspect of the US economy be affected but so will its morale. Thus, the elemental is also linked to the confidence of the US and Bond has to stop the deliberate manipulation of the elemental when the well-being of the West is at stake. tion, the "great escape", rather than simply the pleasure at seeing the destruction of the lair of the bad guys.
While these narratives and elemental encounters are framed geopolitically, Bond seems to be given somewhat of a free-pass to violate, exceed, and ignore some international legal norms such as territorial sovereignty including air and sea space on the assumption that he is acting in the best interest in Britain, the West, and (it is implied) the world. Paradoxically, the films underestimate something that the British governments that Bond represents and serves did for much of the Cold War era. Britain and its close ally the United States experimented with the elemental as they sought to fix the weather, tested biological organisms on the unsuspecting public, and designed elaborate plans to trigger earth modi- So perhaps allowing
Bond to "go elemental" is a way of acknowledging that the world is undeniably vulnerable to those who would seek to unleash elemental forces on the fixed infrastructures and communities that make human life possible. In a dangerous world, or perhaps more accurately in a world made dangerous by human interventions, we need Bond to be "in his element" and, when necessary, to "go elemental".
